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Trust Bonds: Leadership Lessons from High Performing Organisations
We started innocent in 1999 after selling our smoothies at a music festival. We put up a big sign asking people
if they thought we should give up our jobs to make smoothies, and put a bin saying 'Yes' and a bin saying 'No"
in front of the stall. Then we got people to vote with their empties. At the end of the weekend, the 'Yes' bin was
full, so we resigned from our jobs the next day and got cracking.
Innocent website
If you could do something in your school which led to the following improvements would you do it?
•
•
•

106% more energy amongst staff for day to day responsibilities
50% better at what you do
76% more engagement

Most of us would! This piece is about how some High Performing Organisations and successful schools go
about doing it and how you can do the same.
……………………
You’ve gone to a Leadership Conference in a prestigious venue. It’s a big event with lots of potentially
fascinating keynotes and workshops. You are in an audience of peers. Over a thousand fellow professionals
brought together because they wish to learn more about Leadership. You’ve got there early, readied yourself,
caught up on a few emails, reviewed the programme and your workshop choices. You’ve settled in. The
speaker is introduced. You think you’ve heard of him. The noise in the room lowers to a quiet murmur. He
begins. Within the first minute you’re feeling anxious. He’s asking for volunteers. The murmurs have
disappeared. The huge auditorium has gone quiet. You daren’t look.
To your, and everyone else’s, relief a volunteer is picking his way to the stage. The murmurs start again. He’s
asked to stand with arms outstretched, he’s blindfolded and facing out alone into the vast auditorium.
……………………

Trust Bonds
Who do you trust? Who trusts you? What generates trust? What cause it to evaporate? Trust, I was to discover,
is like a superglue holding all successful organisations together.
Trust takes many forms in the High Performing Organisations and successful schools described here. Some
forms are obvious such as the relational trust that can be seen in everyday exchanges. Others less so. There’s
trust that is to do with an investment in the purpose of the organisation, a sort of mission trust if you like.
There’s trust in the viability of the tasks one is asked to undertake on behalf of the organisation. Trust in the
systems and procedures and finally a trust that your efforts will be worth following through and sustaining
over time. Trust is like a connective tissue that is present in all areas of the High Performing Organisations and
successful schools. Trust moves up and down the organisation, across and within it.
The presence of the chemical Oxytocin in the brain is associated with Trust. Increased Oxytocin reduces the
fear of trusting a stranger or taking the risk of standing on a stage at a public event. Research into Oxytocin
levels amongst staff showed a difference between high-trust and low-trust organisations.
The work of Dr Paul Zak suggest that performance goes up, dramatically, and anxiety is diminished in a work
environment characterised by high levels of trust. A school thrives and survives on trust.
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Zak calls himself a neuro-economist. He’s interested in the chemistry of trust. His book The Trust Factor,
describes a chemical which was released in our brain when someone else invests significant trust in us. This
chemical, oxytocin, is a powerful hormone which plays a role in pair bonding. It’s released in massive
quantities during and immediately after childbirth, when we kiss and when we hug. It underlies trust and it’s
an anti-depressant. Zak says that employees working in organisations characterised by high levels of trust have
higher levels of oxytocin in blood samples.
I set out to find out if trust might act as a sort of ‘superglue’ holding successful organisations together and, if
so, how a Leader might create more trust. What might leaders of successful schools and High Performing
Organisations (HPO) have to tell me? At the same time, I wanted to revisit the preoccupations of both
regarding Leader behaviours. What was there in common? I found a model!

Leadership Lessons
What are the right questions to ask? What are the best conditions for asking those question?
1

I had arrived at Zak’s book after spending some years thinking and writing about successful schools. I had also
spent a long period embedded in the Football Association as the consultant helping them design better
coaching and development programmes. Of late I’d been asked to take on more work around Leadership with
them so I’d gained privileged access to some of their partner organisations and individuals.
A great deal of what is very good about effective educational (and organisational) leadership is written by
individuals despite limited access to the high performing organisations of which they write. It’s inevitable.
Getting into Mercedes Petronas, Sky Cycling or even les Miserables is not easy and once there what is shared is
limited.
2

My method is to describe the leadership approaches of five of the high-performing organisations I’ve had
access to, or worked with, because of my work with the FA and relate them to the leadership approach of five
school leaders. I went to each and asked the same or very similar questions. The Leadership questions I
wanted answers to include:
1.
2.

1
2

What’s the most important area of focus in your organisation? Where should leaders spend their
energies? (Purpose)
How do you set and maintain the expectations and behaviours which will deliver consistently high
outputs? (Performance)

Trust Factor: The Science of Creating High Performance Companies, 2017

The organisations are: Saatchi and Saatchi – Kevin Roberts, Red Rose Consulting; London Air Ambulance Service; Les
Miserables; Sky Cycling; innocent drinks
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3.
4.
5.

How do you identify and develop talent? How do you integrate that talent into your organisation?
(People)
What sorts of systems and structure are integral to the success of your organisation? How do you
establish these and maintain their integrity? (Plumbing)
How do you bring energy to what you do? How do you help others bring energy? (Pizazz)

I also embedded a sixth question which was asked informally at points during the visits and interviews and this
was ‘How do you as a leader develop trust across your organisation? I wanted to get a sense of the way trust
was experienced rather than formulated or theorised.
.

The Power of Purpose
What’s the most important area of focus in your organisation? Where should leaders spend their energies?
3

The power of purpose is palpable. So says Kevin Roberts author of 64 Shots: Leadership in a Crazy World . He is
the former CEO of Saatchi and Saatchi, responsible
for the concept of branding through Lovemarks and
the maker of the Honk video featuring geese flying
in the famous ‘v’ formation. He is a man with
considerable presence. At one point in his career he
had 87,00 people working for him. He’s self-assured
and has strong convictions which bleed into all
areas of his life.
Kevin tells the story of being phoned by a Five Star
General and asked, no told, to come to the
Pentagon and speak to them about how to improve
the image of America internationally. He was taken to a large theatre hidden underground where the military,
politicians, CIA, FBI, Homeland Security all sat separately and didn’t appear to be talking to each other. Kevin
got into his presentation and began to explain ‘how everything starts with purpose’ before going on excitedly
about the ’connective tissue which links a nations past, present and future’ when he noticed that a hand had
gone up.
On the end of the hand was a man who looked as though he had other things on his mind. ‘Mr Roberts’ he says
‘we operate in a VUCA world and we don’t have those certainties.’
‘A VUCA world?’
‘Yes Sir, VUCA. Volatile, Uncertain, Complex and Ambiguous. That’s our world Sir.’ He was from the US
Government. He framed the world as VUCA.
In a VUCA world what do Leaders do? Kevin Roberts would say remain focused on core purpose: keep to your
principles, continue to create a winning culture and give others an opportunity to ‘play at their best’. Schools
exist in a VUCA world. Perhaps it’s less dramatic, less random and smaller scale but its felt by many to be
increasing.
In education VUCA, clarity of purpose, knowing where to place your energies and when to say no to external
pressures becomes more important. The Leaders I met were all good at saying ‘no’ and never more so when
asked, cajoled or even bullied into doing something which distracted from core purpose.
David Horn learned to say no. He tells me that ‘when I walked into this school in 1997 it was both lovely and
failing. It had committed caring people who served the children who no-one else wanted. It was chaotic and all
over the place.’ David Horn is an unassuming measured man who is engagingly honest. I think it’s his honesty
3

64 Shots: Leadership in a Crazy World
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which has served him well. He’s still at Beckfoot School, now at the heart of the Beckfoot Trust an alliance of
4
seven local schools.
‘the success of this school is not an accident. For the last 20 years, we have had a vision to create a
truly outstanding example of comprehensive education. From pretty humble beginnings we have come
a long way.’
I asked David what he did in his early years at the school to build trust and begin to change the school.
‘I met every member of staff individually, I still do, we had parent forums, I met all the kids in small
groups and I asked them what they wanted and what they were prepared to give in return. In the first
two years, I generated a lot of goodwill and that got me through because I was naïve strategically. I
was just starting. I was poor on line management, finance and the curriculum! But I got through on
trust.”
David Horn is very clear on the ‘fundamental values’ which shape their work. His pupils wrote them in 2002
and they are to be seen everywhere in the School and now the across the Trust: ‘Enjoy, Learn, Succeed.’ Staff,
pupils and parents are regularly surveyed to see how the school is doing on the ‘fundamental values’, and
whether they remain involved, committed and engaged. He also epitomises the two human factors which are
integral to trust: humanity and integrity.
in the literature on organisations and trust Professor Roger Mayer and Professor David Schoorman talk of the
5
components of interpersonal trust.
•
•
•
•

Capability: I believe you have the appropriate knowledge and skills
Caring: I believe you are on my side
Candour: I believe you will act with honesty and integrity
Consistency: I believe you will act in a predictable and reliable manner

David Horn and the other school leaders exemplify this, though its true to say they care most about, and are
advocates for, the children for whom they are responsible. David Horn told me ‘It’s not soft and fluffy - it
comes back to moral purpose which leaks out every time you talk to a pupil.” Core purpose has a moral
imperative. Once you’ve got core purpose bolted into place the saying no to peripheral things becomes easy.
Ian Clennan Head Teacher of Selby County primary told me that when he arrived in 2008 the school were in
the bottom 150 in the country, now they are in the top 100. He said that ‘last year we hit our first bit of
coasting data. At first I was angry then I just laughed. No one can come in here and tell me or the staff we’re
6
coasting.’
He is another advocate for the children in his care, all of them. He’s another of my unsung heroes. When you
ask what drives him he says.
“Find time with children and staff to understand what's going on. or for me it always goes back to are we doing the best for our children even our most violent and disruptive so I ask myself who else is
going to help them? We avoid managed moves. You’ve got to be visible - parents should be able to see
me any day.
Michelle Green Executive Head at Corngreaves and Timbertree Primaries in Cradley Heath says
‘Your personal core purpose should be indivisible from the schools and it’s about the difference you
make to their life chances. This is the priority. I’ve always been described as ballsy bit that’s only cos I

4
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Visit to Beckfoot and Hazlebeck School, Bingley, Bradford, 22 May 2017
http://www.talenteconomy.io/2017/02/09/neuroscience-building-trust-cultures/
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Visit to Selby County Primary 12 May 2017
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know what’s right for us. When schools are going all wrong it’s all about leadership. Too much talk is
7
about nonsense and irrelevant policies. Nonsense is anything that will not impact positively on pupils.'
All the organisations and schools were very clear on core purpose. It evokes a form of trust which becomes
moral in its nature. They didn’t flirt with ‘nonsense.’
Sky Cycling have their mantra – the difference between winning and losing - written on the crossbar of all the
racing bikes so it’s a visible reminder throughout the race. Some riders cover it with pictures of their children
which is a different sort of core purpose. The All Blacks have a purpose which has altered over the years of
success but is now ‘To be recognised as the best rugby team ever to have played the game.’ Some of the best
are statements of intent. Like him or loathe him Donald Trump’s campaign benefited from simple messages
regularly repeated – ‘Make America Great Again’ – whilst no-one remembers Hilary’s. Incidentally Trump has
started his campaign for re-election with the mantra ‘Make America Greater’. When Mark Sampson, manager
of the England Women’s Team visited Saracens Rugby Club in London as part of his FA Leadership Programme
he described his take home messages as ‘living the values, don’t just talk them,’ and ‘creating and living a
culture which dared them to be better and different.’ He said he saw this everywhere.
Dame Reena Keeble talks about trust as being integral to core purpose – which, she says, was about having
better informed and more frequent conversations about learning . Parental involvement was key.
“We asked our parents to trust us to do the very best for their children. We sought alignment around
teaching and learning. It became our core purpose. Defining and refining it. Creating the space for it to
happen, ensuring everyone – parents, children, staff, support teams, caretaker and front office recognised how they contributed. We replaced parents evening with structured dialogues and gave
teachers two days in which to prepare for them. Our core purpose was about having better quality
8
conversations about children’s’ learning.”
The approach involved multiplying up the participation, frequency and the quality of conversations around
learning and teaching. Achievement for All was used as a mechanism to enhance the experience.
The last school I visited – one of a number in a big Academy Trust and not in this project - had the following
message painted in big bold letters in the reception area: ‘on the journey to Outstanding.’ To me that’s hard
for everyone to buy into: a management directive determined by someone else and no sort of compelling
vision. It sounds quixotic but in truth revisiting core purpose will be beneficial for everyone in a school in the
long-term. A clear core purpose aligns behaviours. If you as a school don’t own it then an external agency will
provide it by default. A School is undone without a clearly- defined and shared Core Purpose. Can you define
yours? Would your colleagues define it in exactly the same way? Does everyone have an opportunity to buy
into it? Here are four features of a successful approach.
1.

2.

3.

4.

7
8

Develop your school by defining core purpose together. State it in bold terms as a compelling achievable
opportunity, the journey to which can be landmarked. It shouldn’t constrain imagination or limit
ambition, but nevertheless provide space for recognisable everyday incremental contributions from
everyone
Use core purpose to direct behaviours. It’s public and expressed so that it’s readily understood. Revisit it
as a team or community regularly. Use it informally in conversations in corridors and staff rooms to
prompt and direct behaviours.
Test what you do against what you say you will do. Don’t paint slogans on walls, align behaviours.
Throughout the organisation challenge yourselves to align what you do with what you say you should be
doing. Have your Leadership teams list their activities for an entire day. Then ask which of those activities
clearly serve Core Purpose.
Survey parents, staff and pupils to help nudge alignment. Sky Cycling use Mood Meter App which they
have designed around the concept of Winning Behaviours. Every day during their competitive season
cyclists and staff respond to a series of statements to indicate their readiness to perform and support
th

Visit to Corngreaves Academy 10 May 2017
nd
Interview with Dame Reena Keeble 2 May 2017
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others in that performance. It’s a way of gauging buy-in but it also is a way of testing the mood across the
team. When there’s a problem they intervene immediately. They measure against: Self and readiness to
perform, Communication across the team, Team cohesion, Performance itself and Continuous
Improvement. According to Sir David Brailsford it’s had a massive impact in eradicating losing behaviours.

Performing at your Peak
How do you set and maintain the expectations and
behaviours which will deliver consistently high outputs?
The London Air Ambulance Service works twenty-four
hours a day seven days a week. In the 27 years since the
first helicopter went airborne it has treated 35,000 people.
London with 22 hospitals, has the most ambulances of any
city in the world and typically they can get you to a hospital
within an hour. However, if you are lying on the pavement
with a head injury, are unconscious with broken ribs, a
lacerated lung, a damaged spleen and heart problems you
don’t have an hour. You are dying. The Air Ambulance can
be up in two minutes. It can get to you quickly. When it
arrives, it’s not like being in theatre. The street is often hostile. It’s outdoors, noisy, the spectators are
uncontrolled – some are fighting, the car that hit the victim is smoking and the driver is screaming. The service
get 3,000 calls a day. They can only take the helicopter to six.
Not every successful medical practitioner can do the job. Selection is about performance under pressure.
Typically, a doctor would be well qualified with a senior role – Registrar or Consultant – and 10 years’ post
qualification experience. A paramedic would have up to 8 years with the Ambulance Service. You need
stamina. The shifts in three person teams are 12 hours long and in a nine-month secondment you’d do
upwards of 200 missions.
Dr Tom Evens is the Medical Director of The London Air Ambulance Service. He is clear-thinking, direct and to
the point. He needs to be. He talks a lot about understanding how humans perform under pressure. The
systems he and his teams use are deliberately designed to help deal with the pressure, to mitigate human
vulnerability and reduce complexity. Humans under pressure make mistakes. Cognitive capacity is limited in
each of us and the emergencies can overwhelm the very best practitioners.
One of the lessons for schools is about reducing cognitive bandwidth for your front-line staff. Reducing the
amount of non-core concerns will allow for a more focused approach to what matters most. What matters
most is to plan, deliver, evaluate and improve quality learning experiences for all your pupils and involve your
whole teaching community in doing so.
If part of the leader role involves acting as a buffer to prevent irrelevant demands disrupting staff performance
then the teaching role and the professional behaviours and strategies need deliberate attention.
Michelle Green tells me, "We have our agreed Corngreaves Cornerstones for curriculum and pedagogy from
which we do not budge." If you go onto the Corngreaves website you will see one of the cornerstones.
“We use a Solo Taxonomy approach. This means that the learning journey progresses from basic, to
advanced, through to a deep level of thinking and reasoning. Each child may start their journey at a
different depth, so we feel it is important to celebrate the success of the progress they make. In order
to allow children to articulate their own progress, we make the journey visible to our pupils. They
assess their learning at the start and end of a unit.”
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Michelle talks about the clarity of the teaching role and of the methods they use, “Our Learning lenses are very
clear and set out. We arrived at this by working together as a team. She goes on to add that the open and
invitational method of arriving at the cornerstones builds trust amongst the participants.
Trust means you have to allow staff to challenge you - we model challenge in staff forums where its
open and polite. We meet as a staff and shared the research we discuss it and agree together after
discussion which strategies work best, we cull together, trial and review. Clarity in meetings matters.
Questions we need to address are planned in advance. We trust the process. I say let’s have a go so
that it feels safe. When we've all agreed the approach and especially when it’s new we monitor for
compliance first of all; then we monitor for effectiveness
I visited South Farnham Primary for the first time in May 2011. I took 25 pages of notes and I highlighted what
the Head Teacher said on the first page of my notes.
“We don’t sweat the small stuff. You listen to all the initiatives but you have to chart your own way.
My job is to free teachers up to teach and resource them and the school to allow it to happen.“
I was taken aback to find they planned all the lessons a year in advance. I was sceptical. It seemed on the
surface to put teaching into a straight-jacket. I was wrong. For them it is crucial to reducing teacher workload
and increasing bandwidth. What was interesting about visiting many of the schools including South Farnham is
that the core practices - freeing staff for planning time by using Teaching Assistants, ‘keep up not catch up’
with on the day interventions for children at risk of falling behind, four classes in a year group but five
teachers, planning collaboratively in advance, no work taken home – are all still in place six years later. If it
matters you keep it! You may well ask, if it doesn’t matter in six years’ time, does it matter now?
The early planning is done centrally in teaching teams and recorded in handbooks. As the term gets nearer
they are tweaked and adjustments are made on the day. This takes an enormous strain off teachers and
reduces inefficiencies in lesson design and thus to workload. South Farnham average teacher absence is now
0.3 days compared to a national average of 9.8 days. Shortly after my visit to the school Andrew Carter, the
Head Teacher, was knighted and became Sir Andrew Carter. He was the Head of the School for 28 years.
Dr Tom Evens talks a lot about cognitive bandwidth. Bandwidth defines our unique individual capacity to store
and retrieve information. We all have limits. A doctor, like a teacher or a school leader, is fallible and often
working at the edges of their cognitive as well as physical and emotional limits. At this point performance
massively deteriorates. High performing organisations and their Leaders do what they can to reduce the
complexity. The lessons which school Leaders can learn to help their teams perform at their peak are obvious.
•

•

•

•

Be unequivocal in insisting on Role Clarity. What exactly is the job? What are the professional
behaviours which are essential to the job? How do we measure success in the job? Part of the leader
role involves acting as a buffer to prevent irrelevant demands disrupting performance.
Provide the essential tools for the Task. Amongst the tools provided for emergency doctors are
simple mental models. The kit is always laid out in the same way. Patients are raised off the group and
laid on a trolley in the same way. Familiar systems and sequences help reduce having to solve too
many things at once. The doctors have the essential tools to do their job. Based on your shared
experience, with your staff agree the best tools, the best systems and sequences and use them.
Own the Outcome whatever. High performers often fail. They make mistakes and get things wrong
but they never fail to learn. The very best never endures in a climate where there is no feedback. Part
of the Leader role is to help benchmark high levels of expectation. Michelle Evans says, “delegate
accountability as well as responsibility - it builds growth and trust.”
Reflect regularly and Deliberately. In 2011 Andrew Carter told me that they had a ‘clear mechanism
for change’ and that they were continually in pursuit of excellence. David Horn has his student review
teams evaluate how things are for them in the school and suggest improvements. No chewing gum
and carpets throughout were their first suggestions. The London Air Ambulance service spend four
7
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hours each week reviewing the cases they’ve dealt with. They are evidence-based. If there’s been a
fatality then more time is spent reviewing every decision made.

Investing in Talent
How do you identify and develop talent? How do you integrate that talent into your organisation?
What do a bakery in Bolton, the world's
longest running musical and all the school
Leaders I spoke to have in common? For
Warburtons, Les Miserables and all great
school Leaders it’s about striving to be the
best you can be and finding and developing
the talent to allow you to do so.
Warburtons is a £500 million turnover family business. It has 4,500 employees who each day produce 2 million
loaves of fresh bread which is then delivered by 9,000 vans to deliver to 18,500 retail customers. The Bolton
Branch is its heartbeat and all recruitment is aligned to the values of the firm. As the firm grew retaining talent
young and old became a priority. They have been voted the best big company to work for by the Sunday Times
two years in a row. With a clear ambition to keep their family of employees happy - over a quarter (27%) of
their team have stayed in the business for over 10 years, the turnover rate is just 6.29% yearly and 82% of their
people say they are proud to work for them – recruitment and retention, investing in talent, are priorities.
Warburtons has a carefully cultivated brand which epitomises its values of family, ambition, responsibility,
quality and care. Their stated aim is ‘for everyone to feel motivated and inspired to work for Warburtons
through an open and honest exchange of views, ideas and concerns.’ When they recruit they do so against
brand values. They are imaginative in finding the right talent. They use profiling systems for each role and then
head hunt; they observe how people behave in meetings and in unexpected moments, they take time to get
the right people. Significantly, they promote from within. They look for the ‘key people’ on the shop floor who
are positive, have big personalities and they develop them. These key people act as a conduit for the brand
values.
You’ve probably seen it! Les Miserables is the world's longest running and best known musical. It has been
seen by over 60 million people in 42 countries. It’s a demanding production for audience and performer alike.
Chris Keys is the Technical Director of Les Miserables. He recruits and develops the talent. He does so not only
on an individual’s ability to sing and perform but knowing they might have to do so up to eight times a week if
necessary. The cast changes every year but the integrity of the production must be protected. He says, ‘there
is no space for bad days – if you are a pensioner and you’ve saved all year to come up to London on a midweek
matinee you deserve as enjoyable an experience as anyone else.’ He tells new talent 'there's no room for
negativity in a long-running show.' It requires energy and commitment. The cast must give it their all: personal
trainers, strict diets, no alcohol and team players who buy into the ten production values.
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Creativity
Passion
Commitment
Dedication
Inspiration
Excellence
Education, Development and Learning
Pride
Truth
History
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It’s on this basis that they recruit. Auditions are intense. There may be up to 8 recalls and there are only 32
places for the 2,000 or more who apply. Over a period of six weeks about 400 are auditioned. Its brutal.
Following selection there’s five weeks of rehearsals for 15 hours a day. The cast co-construct the piece with
real attention to detail. Small movements, gestures, positioning, the use of a prop, the exact second when a
performer hits a light are pored over, debated and trialled. There’s no room for big egos.
The cast of Les Miserables are encouraged to help in the constant redesign of what is already the world’s most
successful musical. Adjustments are constantly being made as advances in technology and stagecraft offer new
opportunities. They cannot afford to be one-dimensional.
Many believe that we have a one-dimensional education system in a multi-dimensional world, Peter Hyman
being one. At School 21 I meet him. He’s the Chief Executive and the inspiration behind the school. This is how,
in 2013, he described his journey to a school half a mile from the Olympic Park in the east end of London.
I had left politics, where I had been a strategist to Tony Blair, between 1994 and 2003, and worked my
way up from a teaching assistant. I left politics because I wanted something more, to be able to
9
translate vision into reality, to do something where the difference could be felt and touched.
On my first visit, I talked to Peter for two hours. In that time, he didn’t mention Ofsted, progress measures,
league tables, Local Authorities or budgets. The conversation was very much about their philosophy, the
principles which shaped the school and their view on learning.
'You have to be constantly renewing your radicalism' It can’t be business as usual. If we want young
people to succeed then education needs a revolution. We've got to change how we teach as well as
what we teach."
He is a man engaged with the big ideas. His school website is the only one I’ve seen where they describe all the
books which have helped define their approach. Their approach is one which is driven by two core values,
being true to your word and looking out for each other. Its well-considered. When you read their booklet on
core practices you come across the same concepts and phrases. The learning methods encourage children to
develop their ability to speak eloquently in a variety of settings and in different styles. I sat in on a group of
nine fifteen year olds who were being coached in the Harkness Method. They were indeed confident and
eloquent. The work students produce is celebrated in events and displays. The focus of their thinking is often
in real world projects with authentic audiences. It’s
different!
I asked him about recruiting and developing talent.
“We recruit opinionated, interested mavericks who
bring something from beyond. “
He looks for people who can be pioneers, they can
develop themselves and add to the team to which they
belong. Hyman describes the approach as deliberately
developmental. Everyone has a development coach and
they each build a personal development portfolio which
is peer reviewed. As I speak to him he’s writing ideas
and thoughts into a thick notebook. He describes his
school as an antidote to rote learning, regimentation, drilling and filling with facts in the hope that they will
have some application and value at some point in the future. He gets excited talking about children producing
beautiful work now.
The mostly young staff they recruit are encouraged to model the skills and products which they draw out from
the pupils. They do a lot of collaborative, cross disciplinary teaching using Project Based Learning. Hyman is
9
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disparaging about other forms of ‘mushy’ project work which lack rigour. He recruits modellers, staff who work
in open discussion circles on real challenges and encourage children to develop the skills to do the same, and
multipliers, individuals who add considerable value to others.
We make decisions in cross disciplinary circles to make strategic interventions (teams) which model
the discussion, decision-making and responsibility process we encourage in children through our
teaching
Trust in School 21 emerges from the methods they use. By being ‘deliberately developmental’ as an
10
organisation transparency sits alongside vulnerability.
From the point of the very first interview Leadership would invite a prospective new teacher the chance to
help them with their weakness. That’s different. A question such as ‘how could you help me, the Head Teacher,
deal with my weaknesses, and how could I help you deal with yours?’ invites a very different sort of
conversation. He offers a book – An Everyone Culture - as the inspiration for this approach. It links to what
Paul Zak our neuroeconomist says on Leaders and vulnerability.
Leaders in high-trust workplaces ask for help from colleagues instead of just telling them to do things.
My research team has found that this stimulates oxytocin production in others, increasing their trust
and cooperation. Asking for help is a sign of a secure leader—one who engages everyone to reach
11
goals
I read this and I’m immediately reminded of something James Kerr wrote about another great team The All
Blacks and ‘safe vulnerability. ‘
The key to strong peer-to-peer interaction is a high level of trust. This is trust in the sense of safe
vulnerability. The leaders need to create an environment where individuals get to know each other as
people and gather insight into their personal story and working style. This needs to be supported by
the leader’s role-modelling behaviour around admission of mistakes and weaknesses and fears . . .
This is essential for safe conflict and safe confrontation, where the most important interaction often
12
occurs.
Safe vulnerability extends throughout School21. Peter Hyman says that they have an approach to coaching
where feedback is in the moment - the coach observes behaviours and deals with those behaviours
immediately after the event. It’s coaching saturated with feedback to develop ‘teaching character. ‘ It’s
completely public. Outcomes are shared.
Staff work together in circles comprising different skill sets. These circles of thought leaders, team builders,
and standards people develop strategy for the school and solve the problems as they arise. It’s a very flat
management structure and a school which relies on different types of trust.
Whilst both recruitment and retention are real challenges for schools, baking bread in Bolton and singing
about revolution in the West End have something to offer: find the best people and help them grow, make it
easy for those who cannot go with you on the journey to leave.
•
•

Recruit beyond the Role. Recruit against values and the organisational culture. We see it again and
again. Recruit the whole person and not their cv.
Measure Fitness and Hunger. Do they have a willingness to learn and improve towards expert
behaviours? If yes then how? If not, then they’re probably not going to fit into a forward-thinking
school. It’s difficult in areas where recruitment is hard and funding is diminishing. The leaders I spoke
to were willing to endure larger class sizes, more integrated use of teaching assistants and confront
the difficulty rather than put up with the second choice.
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•

•

Recycle and Refresh. Every High Performing Organisation and successful schools developed their own
talent. The means of doing so varied. David Horn and Amanda Phillips recycled talent within their own
Trust. Peter Hyman’s strategic circles gave early and meaningful responsibilities within which there
was clear accountability for success or failure. Reena Keeble talked about ‘love the one you’re with.’
Develop Developers. Most, maybe all, schools assign the development of their talent to a member of
the leadership team who has lots of other responsibilities and no specific training in the development
role. It’s worth thinking hard about how you identify and develop talent. It will save the school
hundreds of thousands in the long run. How do you develop your developers?

Maintaining the Plumbing
What sorts of systems and structure are integral to the success of
your organisation? How do you establish these and maintain
their integrity?
Great Leaders are great plumbers. If your home has dodgy
plumbing your family suffers. Arguments break out, morale
drops, the likelihood of sickness increases. It’s the same with
High Performing Organisations and successful schools. The
plumbing must be in place, be reliable and have the capacity to
serve the needs of the family without being noticed. The
plumbing is the infrastructure of agreed protocols and ways of
working which take the strain off everyday activity. Cycling used to have dodgy plumbing. Europeans laughed
at our plumbing - but that was then.
Cycling now generates nearly £3bn a year for the UK economy. Typically, 3 million bikes get sold each year and
there are about 13 million of us who cycle regularly. In 2010, the last figures available, 208 million cycle
journeys were made. Regular cyclists take 7.4 sick days per year, compared with 8.7 sick days for non-cyclists.
13
14
Regular cyclists enjoy a fitness level equal to that of a person ten years younger. Cycling at least twenty
miles a week reduces the risk of heart disease to less than half that for non-cyclists who take no other exercise.
15
It’s a big deal. We like our bikes!
Part of the reason for this enthusiasm is the legacy of Sir David Brailsford who, when he took over at British
Cycling, took over an outfit that had only won one medal in 76 years. It was so amateur that you had to give
your inner tube back if you didn’t puncture. He wanted to increase participation through inspiration. His
original target was to have 1 million more of the public cycling because of Sky’s success. When he launched Sky
Cycling and declared to the rest of Europe that the ambition was to win the Tour within five years he was
laughed at.
Brailsford and Sky Cycling have endured a difficult year. However, the team continue to perform. They benefit
from a well-tested support infrastructure customised to meet their needs and deliver a performer to the
podium. We call it Brilliant Basics. Schools Leaders can learn from the drive to have Brilliant Basics.
“To get people to commit to the team requires brutal honesty.”
Brilliant Basics involves confronting the facts with brutal honesty. What is the job? Are we good enough? How
do we do it better? Professional cyclists cycle that bike for hours on end on all sorts of terrain and do so
competitively. Anything which helps add a gain, however marginal, is fine but the bottom line is the bike must
go up the hill. School leaders must get the basics right. Teachers teach, pupils learn. Too often schools become
besotted with the peripherals. I despair when I hear School leaders talk of working on 'marginal gains' when
some tolerate poor teaching, have inconsistencies in dealing with behaviour or forget to get the basics
13
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right. It’s said that the culture of any organisation is determined by the worst behavior the leadership is
prepared to tolerate. Don’t waste time tweaking marginal gains when there are more basic things which need
attention.
Sky Cycling employ a Head of Winning Behaviours. She helps the team eradicate losing behaviours. That’s her
job. They use an in-house App and a WhatsApp to monitor daily shifts in mood. These feedback systems are
designed to ask, ‘what’s your net effect?’ as they say the process ‘keeps them real.’
“The key is progression not perfection. Ask yourselves how can you get the best practice in everything
you do and sustain excellence?”
Sky Cycling use data in a way which revolutionized cycling. Once they realized that sitting in a crowd of cyclists
for most or all of a race didn’t actually give them the fitness they needed they changed their pre-season
strategy. The data showed them their riders weren’t working hard enough. Gone were the days sitting in the
peloton and in its place, were grinding climbs up and down the sides of a volcanic mountain in the Canary
Islands. Better and more targeted use of data is augmented by Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs). These
approaches sit in the background and allow the riders to focus on their day job. It’s a bit like the primary
school on South Farnham planning lessons a year in advance or the London Air Ambulance Service using
checklists for their emergency procedures. The plumbing does its work.
It’s a Friday afternoon. Murray field Primary is opposite a row of stone clad terraces, Julie Dawns Hairdressing
Salon and Clippers, a now empty shop where dogs were once shampooed and pampered. Next to the car park
behind the boxing club a group of children are taking part in some organised games on a battered tennis court.
It's unprepossessing. There's little more than a muted enthusiasm. It’s about to rain
Inside the front of the school it's a bit bare and feels unloved. I'm her to meet with the Principal Amanda
Phillips. She's been recommended to me as someone worth talking to on leadership. I sit and wait. People
come and go around me. I’m given a cup of tea. I’m told events have taken over so I'm given another cup of
tea and stood down. After half an hour things have turned for the worst; a further three things have come up
so I’m stood down again. It’s how it is in some schools.
It’s exactly the sort of thing which has inspired Amanda Phillips over her career. She is someone who has very
clear views on what does and doesn’t work in education. She’s a systems leader, or describes herself as such,
concerned with organisational change. She likes to take on a challenging school, deconstruct its systems and
structures, then reinvigorate, reorganise or replace the teachers and put it all back together again. She then
tries to ensure it can sustain over time.
Amanda tells me her model works in the schools with which her trust chooses to engage. She’s convinced it is
scaleable. She has energy. In all the other schools my interviews were conducted one to one in quiet rooms.
Here the door is open to the corridor and people are constantly in and out asking questions, getting bits of
advice or having a confidential update. I stand outside when needed to and think about my brief on High
Performing Organisations. When I go back in and ask about leadership in successful schools I’m told that there
are too many instances where we accept that being in and around school means that everyone knows what to
do. She questions this logic. She insists that people in high performing schools don’t necessarily have the
ability to transfer their skills and experiences into a different context. Although she’s the CEO of the Paradigm
trust she’s also the day to day Principal of whichever is the weakest school in the trust. She sees her approach
to the profession as intelligent accountability comparing what she does with the legal or medical profession.
She develops the procedures and then develops others to best use those procedures and does so by working
alongside them, asking intelligent questions and holding up a light to what she considers as current best
practice. She loves the current educational landscape.
I don’t get to ask all my questions but I do ask about trust and about procedures. I’m told that when they take
over a new school trust is irrelevant: ‘on day one we are going to be all over you and show you how to do it.’
And that the procedures they use in any school are ‘much the same’ tweaked and adjusted to fit the school
circumstances. The truth is that Amanda has formed relationships with colleagues which have endured. The
12
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trust is in their shared agenda - to work in difficult schools – and the mechanisms to make a difference in those
schools. The plumbing is reliable.
•

•

•

•

Back and Build the Brilliant Basics. As they say in professional football ‘know your job, do your job.’
What is the job? How do we measure doing that job really well? How do get better at doing it? From
Sky Cycling we learn to back the basics, in other words, focus down on getting good at what is needed
most and don’t get consumed by peripherals. Sky the build on these basics through marginal gains.
They make them brilliant by constant little adjustments based on iterations of feedback.
Planning is development, so do it together. Standard operating procedures – an agreed and
simplified system takes the strain. In schools, simple (or standard) operating procedures take some of
the load off staff. A clearly understood and rigorously applied behaviour procedure where issues are
dealt with on the day dramatically recues stress.
Flush out your Systems. Great Leaders are great plumbers. They intervene early to correct situations
with harmful consequences. For example, teacher workload is reduced by being savvy about feedback
and marking. Assessment by Omission saved staff work. Keep up not Catch Up interventions where
youngsters do not get to fall behind reduced workload and anxieties.
Own your own Data. Prior to the employment of a sports scientist who knew how to analyse data,
Sky Cycling were not able to make intelligent interventions. Preparation for them was no different to
any other team and largely precedent and guesswork. The ideal is minimal data and bold use of it.

Presence with Pizazz
How do you bring energy to what you do? How do you help others bring energy?
Innocent are a company which makes healthy drinks. They make a lot of them and if you ask they will tell you
that they make them for one reason and one reason only. They will say
‘innocent was born out of one thing and one thing only, to make it easy for the world to become
healthier.”
it helps that they make and sell quite a lot of healthy
drinks. It means they can do lots of other things and
do so those things with pizazz. Pizazz means vitality.
All High Performing Organisations and successful
schools have vitality. Innocent has it in remarkable
quantities. Schools can learn a lot from innocent.
On their first day of making smoothies innocent sold
24 bottles. Ten years later in 2009 they were selling 2
million a week.
The story of innocent tells us a lot about commitment, persistence, energy and trust. Innocent were three
friends who met at University and who had Idea to create a heathy product after all suffering hangovers. In
1998 they went to a music festival in west London with drinks they’d made that day. A sign above the stall
reads “Should we give up our jobs to make these smoothies?” and people are asked to throw their
empties into bins marked ‘Yes’ or ‘No’. At the end of the day there are no empty cartons in the ‘No” bin. The
‘Yes’ bin is full. That how it started. Watch innocent founder Richard Reed’s TED talk and he says success is
hard to get hold of but he has seven things which schools should pay attention to.
1.

2.

Keep the main thing the main thing - Once you have a simple single minded principle of why you exist,
what it is you are here to do, then the whole endeavour becomes a simple choice of whether what you
are doing helps you achieve that goal or not. Shove the vitality towards the goal. Trust those around you
to do the same.
Start small but do start - every single endeavour starts small. Successful people start and then they don't
stop. If you introduce an initiative see it through. Close the loop.
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3.

4.
5.
6.
7.

Thinking entrepreneurially. You think why not when everyone says no. don’t over analyse. If you're 70%
sure then go for it and support others to do the same. It’s our innocent house rule. Ask what's the worst
that can happen?
Create a community. Lead on values. Innocent had five. It costs nothing. Get rid of the people that
cannot commit to that vision. Be ruthless: get rid of the people who will wee in the well.
Work the details. Harness lots and lots of tiny little things and do them differently. Get the little details
right.
Read, listen, ask, steal. Filter the world, look at everything not just your own realm and your own
competition. Steal ideas.
Listen Up. Be in the mind of the reader not the writer. Get into the heads of the consumer. People just
say it how it is.

The overwhelming impression left when you hear the innocent story or visit to their main office at Fruit
Towers is one of vitality. There’s energy in the organisation. Every little thing they do is an opportunity to
exercise creativity and promote their vision. It could be how they run their Monday morning meetings – doing
exercises in a circle. Their AGM (A Grown-up Meeting), or their open invitation to ‘our drinkers’ to Fruit Towers
for the day. The ‘real voice at the end of the phone, the ‘bananaphone.’ Marketing using vans which look like
cows or cartons which distil wisdom with humour. A charitable foundation which at one time drew 45% of
their profits. Flowers on your first day. Staff have names such as Big Spender, the Head of Accounts. Chief
Squeezer, who is in product testing. Juice Press who runs PR. Its youthful and has a light touch. The
organisation pursues creative solutions and trusts as many people as possible to be part of that experience.
The best time to be alive is now and the only better time will be tomorrow. I’d love Innocent to be
stuffed full of people with a growth mind-set. We will always back the person who takes the initiative
even if that initiative completely flunks.
Richard Read, co-founder innocent drinks
I’ve visited lots of schools where there is abundant energy and creativity but the school which for me
epitomises extraordinary levels of belief with oodles of energy and a clear moral purpose is St Andrews. It
16
wasn’t always so.
I first went to St Andrews Catholic School in Leatherhead some time prior to Alan Mitchell’s arrival as Head
Teacher. He went six months later in September 2011. I remembered my first visit well because of the teaching
timetable for the coming academic year which had been assembled on a large metallic wall planner. It was a
complex array of different shaped coloured metal pieces annotated with felt pen. I sneaked a photograph. I'd
seen worse. Some had been done in fuzzy felt. When I returned in 2017 the Head Teachers PA greeted me at
the door and reminded me of the photograph. 'You're the fuzzy felt man!' Thankfully for the school, things had
moved on.
Alan Mitchell is a very determined, restless man. Every morning and every afternoon he is outside with others
in his team ‘doing’ the buses. He doesn’t do conferences, books, blogs, twitter or any form of ‘bigging himself
up.’ He does the day job and does it with pizazz. Ask him a question and off he goes. When is ask him about
leadership he talks about children; incessantly.
There's not a person in the land who doesn't want their child to be successful – we play on it whatever
the social circumstances. Our big things is belief. We want the children to believe they can achieve,
whatever, and the staff and their parents to help them believe.
Last summer the school bought 4,000 Mars Bars with ‘Believe’ written in big letters on the wrapper from a
wholesaler. He says he ‘bangs on’ about belief. ‘I say to the staff I believe in them. I get them in this room and I
tell them to their face. Their belief emanates from that and of course they trust me. Why do they trust me? they
didn’t when I arrived.’ I ask him what he did to develop this trust. I know some of the answers before he starts
to speak. I also know that some of the answers he won’t own to. That’s the man, a Level Five Leader.
16
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I know for example that in the summer holiday prior to starting as Head Teacher he learned the names of all
the staff and pupils in the school. I know that on the first day he met the staff he promised them that every
single child had the ability to get a C or above in every subject and that all Departments will be able to get 80%
or above; if not he would take responsibility and step down. I know that’s at that point he was asked if this was
a three-year vision and he replied ‘no, it’s a nine-month vision. ‘He then took over the most difficult exam
class.
“I had 20 kids in Year 11 from September and did early entry so results came out the following
January. They were an awkward group and as a bottom set had been badly served. 19 got a C grade
so I was on a winner at that point in a subject which was 100% exam based; no coursework. So, then I
took another 20 of the trickiest out of different sets, including tope sets, and put them in a new set
which I then took. Rolled my sleeves up. You have to model the expectation and the practice. It was a
defining moment. I was trusted from that point on”
Listening to Alan Mitchell is cathartic. It’s an antidote to those who seek all their answers from books or from
effect sizes. He’s direct and honest.
‘No matter what's happened they know I will look after them. They know I'll never hang them out to
dry. I'll get stuck in with them. There are always a few who are not quite there. People genuinely
appreciate black and white honesty so when you tell them it’s rubbish they know its rubbish.’
He’s also innocent drinks like in his enthusiasm for little, often
unattributed, acts of kindness. When I went into his office
there were birthday cards awaiting signature. He knows all the
staff’s children’s names and what they are up to. If they have a
success they get a card. At presentation evenings, the parents
get a card and a bottle of wine. Its’ a ticketed event with
names on the ticket. It’s organisational warfare and it can’t be
measured but he says the £500 is worth it.
Vitality, creative energy runs through all the High Performing
Organisations and the successful schools. It’s far from being the same in each. It’s not about hero leaders,
public speakers, or stand-up comics. Pizazz comes in different packages. It emerges in different ways. Neither
is it about rushing around, having a full diary, or cramming a school year with events and extra-curricular
activities. Without a clear focus for those energies its simply thrashing about in the deep end. So, tap the
sources of creative energies and give them focus.
•

•

•

•

Be Bold. The Dictionary definition of pizazz is an attractive combination of vitality and glamour. I’ve
yet to meet a timorous leader in any field of human endeavour. If you are of a quieter more introvert
disposition it doesn’t mean you cannot be bold or have influence. You do so assiduously. Your
leadership and pizazz emerges in different ways. To add to the mix, find colleagues who see the world
through more extravagant frames. Borrow them!
Be Visible. No one wants their leader hidden in an office filling in forms. When Lewis Hamilton visits
the Mercedes Factory production soars. People want to engage with the figurehead. Get out and
about. Do the buses. It brings energy to the system.
Create the Culture. Invite others to help you. Identify those within your school who are Cultural
Architects. Use carefully constructed Symbolic Moments to change or ‘nudge’ perceptions. Alan
Mitchell didn’t buy 4,000 Mars Bars because he likes chocolate. It becomes a focal point for
discussion, it heats debate, it opens-up possibilities. Don’t default to maintenance mode.
Create Network Managers. We are surrounded by networks some of which are productive and some
which exhaust energies. Psychologists in professional football clubs do sociograms of the relationships
amongst the players in the dressing rooms. They look at who influences who. They consider who is
inside the lattice of powerful influence and who is outside. They can then advise on how to shape
more positive inclusion. Encourage positive outward looking relationships which are solution and
succession focused.
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Trust or Bust
‘How do you as a leader develop trust across your organisation?
Trust is the connective tissue which holds all these High Performing
Organisations and successful schools together. Trust is difficult to build but
easily lost. It’s an aggregation of lots and lots of little bonds between
people which go up and down, across and through an organisation. Success
is predicated on bonds of trust.
Trust isn’t something which the leaders I met had thought much about. If
they did, they did so in other ways. They talked about events, moments,
relationships, significant others. We know that trust is fundamental to
survival. Everyday relationships, friendships, family life, economic relations,
political legitimacy, national institutions all thrive on trust. Remove the
trust and uncertainty follows. We introduced the chemical Oxytocin at the
beginning of this piece. Recent scientific experiments conclude that it is
possible to identify oxytocin as one of the biological markers present in
relationships of high trust.
“Oxytocin specifically affects an individual's willingness to accept social risks arising through
interpersonal interactions. These results concur with animal research suggesting an essential role for
17
oxytocin as a biological basis of prosocial approach behaviour.”
Paul Zak went into High Performing Organisations and took blood samples from staff. The people were in
different positions throughout the organisations. He took samples of blood before someone was about to
make a decision which involved investing high levels of trust in another person. He went to Papua New Guinea
to check whether the relationship between oxytocin and trust is universal. He took blood samples from
indigenous peoples as they undertook tribal rituals. What he found that the chemical was a universal signifier
of trust and was present in in the beneficiary of the trust. In other words, if I feel you are trusting me I feel
good about that, so good I might want to do more of it!
“Relational trust is forged in daily social exchanges. Through their actions school participants
articulate their sense of obligation towards others, and others in turn come to discern the
intentionality enacted there. Trust grows over time through exchanges where the expectations held
18
for others are validated in action.”
Where we have seen trust in our leaders so far? Kevin Roberts cites others who talk about achieving great
things when no-one fights for the credit, building the ideas factory, spreading leadership everywhere and
stepping back. To do so requires investing in others then trusting them. Reena Keeble asked the parents of her
schoolchildren to trust the school. The doctors and paramedics of the London air Ambulances Service trust
their systems to take the strain and reduce cognitive bandwidth. Peter Hyman recruits mavericks who will be
part of a circle of restless practitioners trusted to take on the tasks which will grow the school. Amanda Phillips
invites trust in the systems and procedures she puts in place.
Warburtons Bakery and Les Miserables look deep into the soul of a potential talent to see how their values line
up and whether under the pressure of performance they can be trusted. Ian Clelland does the same. He says of
himself, ‘I feel the pressure but I go out of my way not to take it outside of this door.’ You cannot do that every
day of your working life if your values don’t line up.

17
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http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v435/n7042/full/nature03701.html
Trust in Schools, A Core Resource for Improvement, Bryk and Schneider, 2002
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Sky Cycling and their riders place trust in their Brilliant Basics, the systems and data which support it and the
Marginal Gains which augment it. The riders invest in the world’s most exhausting endurance challenge. It’s an
event where self-versus self-sacrifice is required to put their Performer on the Podium.
Innocent drinks trust their people to find aggregations of small creative interventions to keep what they do
and what they produce vital and attractive. Alan Mitchell is trusted, and trusts in turn, in his conviction of the
power of belief. For him it’s always being tested. The conversations are daily. The outcomes are there for all to
be seen. He does the day job.
What have our High Performing Organisations and successful schools told us about building and sustaining
trust? Some things are obvious. Firstly, hang around! Trust builds over time. Do the day job, do it well, be
capable, and be visible in being so. Secondly, focus relentlessly on what’s important and help others around
you do the same. Care - but care with candour. Model the behaviours you espouse.
“Having a sense of higher purpose stimulates oxytocin production as does trust. Trust and purpose
then mutually reinforce each other, providing a mechanism for extended oxytocin release, which
produces happiness. So, joy on the job comes from doing purpose-driven work with a trusted team. “
The Neuroscience of Trust, Harvard Business Review, 2016
Third, stay consistent whatever. There is worth in the saying that ‘whoever is careless with the truth in small
matters cannot be trusted with important matters. ‘ Distribute the credit for achievements. If you say you will
do something then do it. Finally, build the capacity for trust within the school. Here’s how to do so based on
Paul Zak’s suggestions. The organisational behaviours which build and sustain trust include.
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Recognising positive contributions and doing so in front of the peer group. According to Paul Zak this
should be immediately after the event, public and from valued colleagues, tangible and personal.
Clicking send to all in your address book doesn’t count!
Building-in ‘Challenge Stress’ to activities and highlighting the progress being made. Recognising
that progress has been made towards achieving a difficult goal produces a surge of trust amongst
group members. Tasks which are ill-defined, too open ended or don’t have an authentic audience
don’t mobilise the energies of the group.
Inviting others to generate solutions to shared problems. Locus of control is a big contributor to
personal well-being. The feeling which comes when trusted with choosing how to best go about
finding a solution yields a double benefit: the creativity which is brought to the problem and the
increased willingness to learn from the successes and failures afterwards.
Working in smaller units, with choice of method but accountability for results. At School 21 the
cross disciplinary problem solving circles, the huddles after assemblies and the coaching groups all
build mutuality. The feedback loops embed accountability.
Openness in Communication. Being ‘kept in the dark’ is the default moan for staff in poorly led
organisations. Uncertainty breeds anxiety. Anxiety leads to stress. Stress is antagonistic to trust. I’ve
yet to come across a school which has a communications strategy yet it is poor practice in sharing
intentions which leads to a form of intention sclerosis. Things don’t happen the way we wanted
because we didn’t or couldn’t communicate in the way we wanted.
Interest in others. This works like a serious of transactions with deposits and withdrawals. The more I
deposit in your account the more you trust me, but one withdrawal can undo all the investments. Rob
Carpenter talks with passion about ‘giving to receive,’ and it’s this thinking which shapes collaboration
within and between schools. ‘We work on a culture where we optimise sharing. Woodhill Primary
School staff created the Outstanding judgment for Foxfields. Their discretionary effort made the
difference.’
Positive personal goals. At South Farnham Primary over thirty staff have left the school and gone on
to leadership roles in the period Sir Andrew Carter has been Head Teacher. It’s true he’s been there a
long time but It’s still a remarkable record. Helping staff align their daily work with their professional
goals brings its own energy. Seeing it through creates trust and a legacy of trust. Sit down with each
member of your school community and ask, ‘what can we do to help you get even better than you
have been?’ If you are not getting better at your profession every year then why not?
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•

Willingness to admit and learn from mistakes. Vulnerability evokes an oxytocin production in others.
Being seen to be vulnerable in that moment, not to know the answers produces a counter intuitive
response. Most want to help, appreciating your candour and volunteering solutions. It changes the
19
power in a relationship. ‘Feast on your weaknesses or starve on your ego.”

So, what about our conference delegate, the man who was blindfolded and standing with his arms
outstretched on a stage in front of 1,500 people? Three strangers were invited out of the audience to hug him.
He knew nothing about it until it happened.
Before the first hug hit his system would have been raging with the survival and stress hormones to mobilise
him and keep him vigilant over possible threats. Then the first hug. High stress is ‘a potent oxytocin inhibitor’
so after the first hug his system will still have been mobilised for survival. Then come hug number two, this
time from a woman who seems to enjoy hugging. This starts to effect a change. Some of the stress hormones
will have begun to dissipate though they won’t clear his system for another twenty minutes. By the third hug
he has developed a familiarity with the experience and begun to relax. Oxytocin, the so called ‘love molecule’
20
is an ‘antidote’ to depressive feelings and has now started to flood his brain. Our man is now readier to take
21
risks on my behalf. He’s begun to trust me.
……………………
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Kegan and Lahey, An Everyone Culture: Becoming a Deliberately Developmental Organization (Harvard Business Press).
Oxytocin is a powerful hormone and acts as a neurotransmitter in the brain. It regulates social interaction and sexual
reproduction, playing in role in behaviors from maternal-infant bonding and milk release to empathy, generosity,
and orgasm. When we hug or kiss a loved one, oxytocin levels increase; hence, oxytocin is often called "the love hormone."
In fact, the hormone plays a huge role in all pair bonding. The hormone is greatly stimulated during sex, birth, and
breastfeeding. Oxytocin is the hormone that underlies trust. It is also an antidote to depressive feelings.
https://www.psychologytoday.com/basics/oxytocin
21
Intranasal administration of oxytocin, a neuropeptide that plays a key role in social attachment and affiliation in nonhuman mammals causes a substantial increase in trust among humans, thereby greatly increasing the benefits from social
interactions. We also show that the effect of oxytocin on trust is not due to a general increase in the readiness to bear risks.
On the contrary, oxytocin specifically affects an individual's willingness to accept social risks arising through interpersonal
interactions.
http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v435/n7042/full/nature03701.html
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The Football Association and DNA
Shaping principles
Self-Awareness
Problem Solving and Decision-Making
Developmental Pathways
Learning Core

Saatchi and Saatchi, Kevin Roberts and Core Purpose
Everything starts with Purpose
Leaders create other Leaders
Create a Culture where there is no fear
Ideas have unreasonable power
Learn to operate in a VUCA World

London Air Ambulance Service and Decision-Making
Concept of Cognitive Bandwidth
System takes the Strain
Weekly and Monthly Performance Review
Select and train team players who can perform under Duress
Self-Compassion

Mercedes Petronas and Role Clarity
Constant innovation
Deliberate Practice
Relentless and Dynamic use of data
Team Behaviours
Role Clarity

Sky Cycling and Podium Performance
Brilliant Basics
Marginal Gains
Listen to the Data
Self versus Self-Sacrifice
Monitor the Mood

Warburtons and Family Values

Develop your own talent
Interview for Potential not Present or Past Performance
Open and honest exchange of views, ideas and concerns
Brand leaders and advocates

Les Miserables and Talent Development
Values Driven Organisation
Recruit team Players
Support the Performer not the Performance
Constant Adaptation
Hard Driving

Innocent Drinks and Vitality

Keep the main thing the main thing
Create a community but get rid of the people who will wee in the well
Work the details
Read, listen, ask, steal
Listen Up
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School Leadership visits 2011

Reena Keeble, Cannon Lane Infants and Juniors, Harrow (now Dame Reena Keeble)
Andrew Carter, South Farnham PS (now Sir Andrew Carter)
Alison Peacock, Wroxham PS, Potters Bar (now Dame Alison Peacock)
Rob Carpenter, Foxfield and Woodhills, Charlton
Alan Mitchell, St Andrews Catholic HS, Leatherhead

School Leadership visits May 2017

Alan Mitchell, St Andrews Catholic School, Leatherhead, Surrey
Iain Clennan, Selby County Primary School, North Yorkshire
Michelle Green, Corngreaves and Timberlands Primary Academy, Cradley Heath, West Midlands
David Horn, Beckfoot School, Bingley, Bradford, West Yorkshire
Peter Hyman, School 21, Stratford, London
Amanda Phillips, Paradigm Trust and Murrayfield Primary Academy, Ipswich, Suffolk
(Shortly after I visited Amanda Philips she died following a fall whilst holidaying abroad. She was 62. She had
been very helpful to me in this work and was, of course, a highly successful school leader.)
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Alistair Smith

Alistair Smith is one of the UK’s best known educational developers and trainers. He has
worked with hundreds of Schools and Colleges and done so with energy, originality and
insight.
He is less well known for his work in elite sport. Alistair has been the Designated Learning
Consultant to the Football Association for seventeen years. In his time with the FA he has
helped improve coach education provision from the grass roots to the highest levels of the
professional game. Currently he works on the FA Leadership Programme. This has brought
him into close contact with some of the FA partners including Sky Cycling, Mercedes
Petronas, The London Air Ambulance Service, Les Miserable and Saatchi and Saatchi.
Alistair is the author of several successful books including High Performers: The Secrets of
Successful Schools. Rated 5/5 by Waterstones!
The material which is in this booklet will be expanded upon in a new book published by John
Catt. Watch out for Trust Bonds: Leadership Lessons from High Performers available in
November 2017

www.alistairsmithlearning.com
al@alistairsmithlearning.com
twitter: alatalite
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